
Class IV 

Unit – 4 

Lesson -2, Alice in wonderland 

Word meanings. 

1. Scamper – to run quickly 
2. Hurried – rushed 
3. Popped –to go somewhere suddenly 
4. Disappeared – vanish from the sight 
5. Whiskers –long hairs that grow near the mouth of animals. 

 

Answer the following questions. 

1. While listening to the story, what did Alice see? 
Ans; While listening to a story, Alice saw a white rabbit running by. 

2. What was different about the rabbit that Alice saw? 
Ans; Alice saw a rabbit which had pink eyes and was wearing a blue coat. 

3. Where did the rabbit go? 
Ans; Rabbit suddenly popped down a large hole. 

4. How did Alice reach wonderland? 
Ans; While following the rabbit, Alice fall down in the large hole and reached wonderland. 

5. What strange things did Alice see? 
Ans; Alice saw everything strange in the wonderland. Alice saw a very small door about 15 inches, 
and saw a golden key lying from which she opened the lock.  

6. Describe in your own words the garden that Alice saw? 
Ans; Alice saw a very beautiful garden. There were different colored flowers and had an attractive 
fragrance. The garden had fountains and mountains. 

Tick the correct answer. 

1. The rabbit had – Pink eyes 
2. Who was burning with curiosity? – Alice 
3. Who fell down and down and down? – The Rabbit 
4. Who said – “Oh, my ears and whiskers? How late it’s getting” – The Rabbit 
5. The garden that Alice saw was- Lovely   

Find one word from the story that means. 

1. To walk fast – hurry 
2. To think – Wonder 
3. Happy – Delight 
4. To be seen nowhere- Disappear 
5. At once – quickly 
6. Move fast – Scamper 
7. To be inquisitive – Curious 

Give another word for the ones given below with similar meanings and make sentences. Now, write 
the opposites of these describing words and make sentences with them. 

         Word               Similar word            Opposite word               Sentence. 

1. Lovely            Attractive               Nasty                               What a lovely dress she is wearing!         



                                                                                               What a nasty saree! 
 

2. Talking           Chatting                 Listening                          Stop talking in the class.  
                                                                                               Just listen to what the teacher says. 
 

3. Listening        Hearing                  Talking                             Why do you listen so loud music? 
                                                                                          Why are you talking in between the lecture? 
 

4. See                  look                       Ignore                               See, what a beautiful flower!  
                                                                                               Ignore her at the time you study. 
 
 

5. Center         kernel                    Margin                          The melted chocolate is filled in the center. 
                                                                                        Make a margin while writing something. 

Jumbled ups.  

1. Talk rabbit a how can – How can a rabbit talk? 
2. Going he is where – where is he going? 
3. Read he can time the – he can read the time. 
4. Hurry is in a why he – why is he in a hurry? 

 
                                                                                                   

            

 

 


